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Millions of Americans have transitioned to working from their homes since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020. With the flexibility of working from home, many employees are able to work at any time and any place. As offices sit empty, many employers across the United States are reevaluating the need for the high cost of a communal working space. In fact, companies like Google, Twitter, Microsoft, and numerous other smaller companies have announced that they plan to permit some or all of their workforces to work at home once the pandemic is over. While employers enjoy several benefits from eliminating or downsizing office space, they could also risk increased liability for their employees’ negligent acts while working outside the four walls of an office.
It is a well-established rule in Michigan that employers are vicariously liable for the negligent acts of their employees while those employees are acting in their “scope of employment.” Beyond this general rule, however, determining exactly when an employee is in the scope of employment, or if the employee’s activity is actually benefiting the employer, has led to several judicially created doctrines, along with exceptions to the general rules and further exceptions to the exceptions. One exception to the “scope of employment” doctrine where employers have historically been able to escape vicarious liability arises when an employee commits a negligent act while commuting to or from work. This so-called “coming and going” rule is not absolute, as Michigan courts have recognized some exceptions to it. It must be emphasized that these principles and the reasons by which they were developed still aid practitioners in assessing claims and defenses to alleged vicarious liability in an increasingly complex and evolving work world.

RESPONDEAT SUPERIOR LIABILITY GENERALLY

Under the common law doctrine of respondeat superior, an employer can be held vicariously liable for the negligent acts of an employee that cause injuries to third parties if the employee’s conduct at the time of the occurrence was within the “scope of employment.” An employee acts within the scope of his employment when performing tasks generally assigned to him in furtherance of the employer’s business. At a basic level, questions pertaining to the “scope of employment” ask whether an employee’s actions during an accident were part of the job or, instead, whether those actions fall outside of the employee’s job duties. This doctrine is founded on the principle that one who expects to derive benefit from an act done by an agent must answer for any injury that a third party may sustain from it. This “scope of employment” standard thus encompasses a broad range of negligent conduct committed by employees while at work, with resultant liability to employers on a vicarious basis. As a corollary, though, an employer is not vicariously liable for acts committed by its employees outside the scope of employment because the employee is not acting for the employer or under the employer’s control.

THE ‘COMING AND GOING’ RULE AND ITS EXCEPTIONS

Michigan and many other jurisdictions recognize a general rule that traveling to and from work is not within the scope of employment for purposes of imposing vicarious liability upon an employer for the negligence of an employee-driver. This rule, also known as the “coming and going” rule, is based on the concept that a sufficient causal connection between work and an employee’s activities does not exist during travel time because an employer ordinarily does not derive any specific and work-related benefit from the employee’s commute to and from work alone. The so-called “coming and going” rule of employer non-liability is not absolute, as Michigan courts have recognized some exceptions to it.
exceptions where an employer may be held liable for injuries caused while driving to or from work. For example, Michigan common law recognizes a “dual purpose” exception where an employer can be liable for the negligence of its employee committed while going to and coming from work if the employee’s trip also “involved a service of benefit to the employer.” In Koter v. Mattis, Inc., the Court of Appeals applied this exception to the “coming and going” rule, holding that an accident that occurred while an employee was delivering end-of-the-day sales receipts for the employer while also driving home for the day involved a separate service of benefit, thereby giving rise to liability. Thus, because the employee was performing a special errand for his employer at the same time as his commute, the employee may fairly be said to be acting within the scope of his employment such that the employer would be deemed vicariously liable.

Michigan courts have also recognized another exception to the “coming and going” rule of employer non-liability in situations when the employer creates the necessity for travel. By way of example, an employee may be within the scope of employment when traveling from home to an out-of-town work meeting or business conference. In those circumstances, the commute is considered to be in the “scope of employment” because the employer again derives a benefit from the employee’s attendance at such conferences and meetings, particularly if required by the employer. Because there is a benefit to the employer, Michigan law provides that negligence by the employee during his commute can therefore also fairly be charged to the employer.

**CONTRASTING RESPONDEAT SUPERIOR LIABILITY WITH WORKER’S COMPENSATION LIABILITY**

Similar to the doctrine of respondeat superior, Michigan’s Worker’s Disability Compensation Act uses a “course of employment” analysis to determine where an employer’s liability starts and ends for purposes of injuries sustained by an employee while working and which must then be compensated under Michigan’s worker’s compensation disability system. The test for establishing whether an employee’s injuries “arose” out of and in the course of employment for worker’s compensation coverage, however, is much less restrictive than the test for finding an employer vicariously liable under general tort principles at common law. Indeed, issues regarding the compensation of injured workers are entirely different than questions of tort liability to provide compensation to third parties injured by employees. Michigan courts have reasoned that the worker’s compensation “course of employment” standard is to be “liberally construed to grant rather than deny benefits” to ensure recovery regardless of fault for workers injured while on the job. There is no similar purpose in “scope of employment” questions in the respondeat superior context for imposing fault-based tort liability on an employer for the actions of its employee.

Beyond the separate purposes of the two liability systems, Michigan’s worker’s compensation statute also expressly provides exceptions to the “coming and going” rule for claims made under the Act. This includes a statutorily recognized exception for an employee going to or from work while on the premises where the employee’s work is to be performed. Under this “premises exception,” an employee is said to be in the course of employment as soon as the employee enters the employer’s premises, even if the employee has not yet clocked in, reached the work location, or begun performing any job function. Thus, consider a situation where an employee is involved in an accident in the employer’s parking lot prior to beginning a morning shift; that employee may be within the “course of his employment” for purposes of worker’s compensation, but not within the “scope of employment” for purposes of vicarious liability if a third party is also injured in the accident.

In addition to the “premises exception,” Michigan courts have also crafted judicially created exceptions to the “coming and going” rule in the worker’s compensation context in furtherance of the remedial purposes of that statute. These include extending worker’s compensation benefits where (i) the employee is on a special mission for the employer, (2) the employer derives a special benefit from the employee’s activity at the time of the injury, (3) the employer paid for or furnished employee transportation as part of the employment contract, (4) the travel comprised a dual purpose combining employment-related business needs with the personal activity of the employee, (5) the employment subjected the employee to excessive exposure to traffic risks, or (6) the travel took place as a result of a split-shift working schedule or employment requiring a similar irregular nonfixed working schedule. While some of these exceptions may also be relevant to consider on a common
law tort claim, no published authority in Michigan has adopted the worker’s compensation “course of employment” framework to determine “scope of employment” for respondeat superior liability.

At present, the vast majority of published authority in Michigan concerning the “coming and going” rule discusses the rule and its exceptions in relation to worker’s compensation claims. In contrast, the few published decisions discussing the “coming and going” rule as it relates to respondeat superior liability claims are rather dated. While historically cases arising under these separate systems have been analyzed separately, some recent cases have blurred the lines, conflating the broader, no-fault worker’s compensation standards with what was originally intended to be a narrower, fault-based employer liability test.

For example, in an unpublished decision, the Michigan Court of Appeals in Wu v. Johnson11 interjected the worker’s compensation exceptions to the “coming and going” rule into a case without worker’s compensation issues that raised questions arising solely in tort at common law. In Wu, a legal aid attorney was driving to the courthouse in his own vehicle prior to beginning work for the day when he was involved in an accident with the plaintiff. Analyzing the worker’s compensation exceptions to the “coming and going” rule as part of its extensive analysis, the court ultimately determined that the employee was not within the scope of his employment where the employee was merely driving to his work site at the courthouse. While the employer in Wu thus avoided vicarious liability for an employee not operating in the scope of his employment even though the court considered the broader factors of the worker’s compensation context, blending standards can contribute to a risk for greater confusion in case law used to guide both practitioners and courts in future cases.

DETERMINING WHETHER A TRAVELING EMPLOYEE IS WITHIN SCOPE OF EMPLOYMENT

While broad liability concepts relevant to worker’s compensation claims should not necessarily be utilized to determine “scope of employment” for vicarious liability for a traveling employee, the relevant analysis also extends beyond the general “coming and going” rule of employer non-liability, particularly as work becomes increasingly remote and work relationships more complex. The most critical factor will always be whether an employee is rendering a specific benefit to an employer’s business at the time of travel or commute. By way of unpacking this standard further, though, case law addressing potential respondeat superior liability suggests that the following basic questions can be used to determine whether an employee is acting within the scope of his employment at the time of an alleged negligent act:
- Was the employee driving to a required business trip or out-of-town work meeting?12
- Does the employee have a designated work location, or is the employee a traveling salesperson?13
- Did the employee make or receive any work calls (or emails or text messages) while driving?14
- Was the employee running an errand for the employer?15
- In addition to potential factors showing an employer benefit, was the employee being compensated or reimbursed during the commute?16
- Was the employee traveling between two work locations?17
- Was the employer receiving a direct and nongeneric benefit from the travel?18

While the above inquiries present a good starting point for practitioners, ultimately the application of the “coming and going” rule and its exceptions is fact-specific. Additionally, the lack of direct guidance on the rule from Michigan’s higher courts gives practitioners room to be creative when crafting arguments either for or against finding an employer vicariously liable.

CONCLUSION: A CAUTIONARY TALE FOR PRACTITIONERS TO KEEP SEPARATE PRINCIPLES SEPARATE

With employers potentially facing increasing liability from allowing employees to work from home or in other nontraditional locations, it is crucial for practitioners to keep separate principles separate. It is imperative to consider not only the “coming and going” rule but also the broader factors of the worker’s compensation context to determine whether an employee was acting within the scope of their employment at the time of an alleged negligent act.
settings, attorneys may reasonably expect to see more diverse fact patterns alleging vicarious liability for employees while driving. The test for determining whether worker’s compensation benefits should be paid to employees for injuries sustained has historically been less restrictive than the test for imposing respondeat superior liability for injuries sustained by third parties. Yet, contemporary case law has increasingly blended the tests and distinctions. Notably, the published decisions from Michigan have not explicitly recognized the worker’s compensation exceptions to the “coming and going” rule in vicarious liability cases or, frankly, analyzed the extent to which statutory provisions of the worker’s compensation regime may be (in)applicable in a common law tort context. Ultimately, statutory exceptions or judicially created exceptions raised in furtherance of the (no-fault) worker’s compensation statute should arguably be limited to that statute absent binding authority from Michigan’s appellate courts extending those principles at common law in the context of tort claims.

The potential ambiguity that exists as a result should raise concerns to practitioners for both the plaintiff and defense when evaluating tort claims with potential vicarious liability. For the plaintiff bar, potential new claims or cases should be analyzed with a critical eye to the appropriate standard and, in particular, whether a potential case can satisfy a more exacting common law standard. For the defense, cases must likewise be analyzed to determine whether the plaintiff has a provable vicarious liability claim under the appropriate standard or, instead, whether liability may be altogether avoided on this basis. Thus, practitioners should use caution to avoid intermixing relevant standards, including by relying upon potentially inapplicable worker’s compensation law when addressing common law issues of vicarious liability to an employer.

By way of example, after more than two years in litigation, the authors of this article recently achieved total dismissal of a third-party/auto-negligence lawsuit on the basis that the plaintiff could not establish a right of recovery against the defendant-employer at common law. The plaintiff had relied upon analogous but ultimately distinguishable statutory provisions and case law from the worker’s compensation context, while defense counsel successfully argued that dismissal of the tort claim was appropriate under the applicable “coming and going” scope of employment common law principles. Understanding the applicable principles, the underlying purposes of the resultant rules, and thus the likelihood of success in applying those principles and rules to the merits of an individual case can help practitioners on both sides of the aisle examine the strengths and weaknesses of the claims/defenses and develop a litigation strategy accordingly.  
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